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This paper intends to analyze the dynamics between the Iraqi
war and the al Qaeda with special reference of Hamburg cell of Islam fundamentalism. In the aftermath of the 9.11 terrorist bombing in New York, the usual analysis on the roots of extremism and terrorism. To further understanding of global terrorism, we need to study the dynamics of al Qaeda terror networks. The plotters of the successful millennial bombing of the 9.11 attacks by the al Qaeda have made a link to the Hamburg cell which have been formed nine people in an upper-middle-class expatriate student community from Indonesia, yemen, and Egypt. The war in Iraq have related to al Qaeda's mega-terrorism, for example 7.7 London attacks and 3.11 Madrid attacks.

The study proposed the concept of main criteria of the Iraqi war, the al Qaeda's Mega-terrorism, and American policy toward Middle East. The paper argued that political values of the Iraqi war make to intensify Islam fundamentalism. The world was at particular risk because it is the closest anti-terrorism policy of the United States, has deployed armed forces in the military campaigns to topple the resurgency in Iraq and has taken a power game in the fight against the insurgents to keep security and stability in Iraq. This links are key to the dynamics of terror networks.

Theoretically there are five chapters to study new political order as American initiatives of democracy in Middle East: the United States' anti-terror policy, the dynamics between the global terrorist circumstance and the Iraqi war, affinity of Hamburg cell with the al Qaeda, correlation of the Qaeda's Mega-terrorism strategy to the Iraqi insurgency. Finally this paper interests that "How can control Mega-terrorism by the